Hydrosols

BOOST YOUR SKINCARE, SCALP & HAIRCARE GAME

CONCENTRATED BEAUTY
Hydrosols have the same properties as essential oils, (without the
potential irritants) though they are much more concentrated. Thanks to
this high concentration of antioxidants, hydrosols have many benefits
for our beauty & wellness.

REDUCE PUFFINESS & HYDRATE EYE AREA
Douse cotton pads after removing make up and cleansing to destress
& depuff eyes. Keep it in the fridge to make it extra cool &refreshing.

SKIP A HAIR WASH DAY
In between shampooing & conditioning spritz directly onto scalp to
balance pH levels and soak up excess oils or relieve any dryness.

SET & FINISH MAKE-UP
Most make-up setting sprays contain alcohol which can irritate and
have drying effects on the skin.
Wild Alchemy Hydrosols are organic & natural.

ORANGE BLOSSOM & CUCUMBER HYDROSOL
Our hydrosol is a natural end-product from the steam distillation of
Orange Blossom flower & Cucumber Essential Oils.
Wildcrafted, certified organic ingredients.

ORGANIC ROSE & MANUKA HYDROSOL
Our hydrosol is a natural end-product from the steam distillation of
Manuka Essential Oil and Organic Rose Damascena
Wildcrafted, certified organic ingredients.
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Orange Blossom & Cucumber
Hydrosol

CLEANSE AND EXFOLIATE SKIN
Makes a great makeup remover and toner and cleanses the pores of
dirt and impurities. It tightens large pores and evens the skin tone
leaving it clear and radiant

CONTROL ACNE
Orange Blossom water balances the skin pH and helps to regulate
skin oils. It can help to soothe acne and clarify and balance the skin
texture.

SOOTHE & HEAL
Organic Cucumber Water acts as a soothing agent while helping
to heal and repair damaged skin

BRIGHTENS THE COMPLEXION
Orange Blossom & Organic Cucumber Water is rich in B-Vitamins, and
antioxidants, it helps to lighten discolorations and dark spots resulting
from ageing, hormonal imbalance and sun exposure. It leaves the
complexion radiant and glowing

REFRESH & REVIVE
Instantly uplift your mood with a midday spritz,
refresh linen or your meditation space.

GOODBYE DANDRUFF
Orange Blossom & Organic Cucumber Water purifies the scalp of
impurities and soothes irritation and dryness of the scalp. It can help to
balance dandruff
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Organic Rose & Manuka
Hydrosol

IN A NUTSHELL
Organic Rose & Manuka Hydrosol rejuvenates and restores dull,
dehydrated & imbalanced skin, stimulates cellular renewal & gently
awakens even the most sensitive complexions,

REPLENISH DULL, DEHYDRATED SKIN
Skin appears more vibrant. Dehydrated skin tends to look dull, which
amplifies other minor impurities in the skin. With its perfect balance
of hydration, moisture, and toning capabilities, our organic rose &
manuka rose hydrosol replenishes & revitalises the skin.

REJUVENATE AGEING SKIN
Rose has long been used to help skin age gracefully. Rose can help
diminish the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles while helping to
plump and firm the skin.

CALM INFLAMMATION
With its anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties, organic rose &
manuka hydrosol can provide relief for those suffering from irritated
skin, acne, eczema, and psoriasis

MINIMIZE PORES
Cleanse pore-clogging impurities, diminish the appearance of
enlarged pores for a more toned, smooth complexion.

WILDCRAFTED CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS

Made In New Zealand
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